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Abstract—No cost software tools and low cost measurement equipment enables improved teaching of circuit design. This paper presents results incorporating models, simulation and measurement together in teaching and laboratory. Comparison of circuit equations with measurement and simulation data addresses different learning styles and promotes advance in reflective judgment stages. It is closer to industrial work style and gives the student a feel for variations and accuracy in circuit design and measurement. A low cost electrical laboratory board (Electronic Explorer), a circuit simulator (LTSPICE) and a spreadsheet program can be used during lecture, laboratory and at home to align results and motivate students for a deep learning approach. This paper presents necessary modification for lecture and laboratory and looks at the results using these tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Successful teaching of students involves a deep learning approach [1]. Students have to be motivated to study a subject in depth and be able to explore relevant topics. Bridging theory and real circuit design using equations, measurement and simulation can stimulate deep learning. It is important to give students real world experience with real circuit and show relationship between model and measurement. This enables faster learning and understanding of concepts. To my knowledge there is no textbook or lecture available for circuit design teaching, which compares directly theoretic equations, simulations and laboratory measurements side by side. Therefore this paper presents this approach for a semiconductor components and circuits class in a mechatronics bachelor course.

Design of circuits in industry is done having some equations for electronic circuits and adjusting the parameters in the equation to real devices. With the basic equations a transfer function can be calculated. After a simulation confirms the operation, a circuit is built and measured. The difference between measurement, simulation and equation is then evaluated and used to improve the models and circuit performance (Figure 1).

In former time measurement hardware and circuit design software was very expensive and complicated to operate. Data acquisition and visualization was cumbersome. New efforts make a real laboratory available through the internet [4] or use low cost, portable measurement equipment (MyDAQ, Electronic Explorer) affordable for each student [5, 6]. This paper concentrates on low cost, portable measurement equipment to give the student a real experience of an electrical component and circuit. Free simulation software (LTSPICE) complements the learning set up. A spreadsheet program can be used for data evaluation. This setup makes it possible to compare and align theory, model and measurements. Equations can be implemented in the spreadsheet, simulation and measurement data can be imported and graphed. Calculating mean square differences between equation, model and measurement data leads students to critical thinking about precision of theory and models.

To use the full potential of this combination needs adjustment of lectures and laboratory experiments to motivate students to a deep learning approach. Due to the portability and low cost of the equipment the same set up can be used in different locations and contexts: demonstrations during lectures, guided experiments in the laboratory, unguided experiments in open computer laboratories and at home for self motivated studies.

Figure 1: Circuit design process

A sequence of teaching theory, doing real experiments and assessing the difference between theory and measurement and documenting these results can be mapped to an adaption of Kolb’s learning model based on Fitzgibbon and Stice [2]: Diverger (Why) Reflective Observation, Assimilator (What) Abstract Thinking, Converger (How) Active documentation, Accomodator (What if), Concrete Experience.
These learning styles can also be mapped to circuit design activities as shown in figure 1. A model is an abstract description of a circuit block. Simulation gives some real experience by building a circuit. Measurement needs to build a working circuit giving more real experience and documentation and reflection on the data. Comparing data leads to reflective observation and changing the model parameters or the circuit.

Comparing theory in the lecture with measurements and simulations steers students to higher stages of Reflective Judgment according to Kings and Kitchener [2]: Prereflective Thinking (Stage 1,2,3) true and false, Quasi reflective Thinking (Stage 4,5) uncertain, Reflective Thinking (Stage 6,7) evidence.

The following section first presents the tools and concept of lecture, laboratory and homework. Then one laboratory is presented as an example for the chosen approach. A questionnaire is presented evaluating student acceptance. Finally a conclusion and outlook is presented.

II. TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS

Due to more transistors in integrated circuits it is possible to build very inexpensive, small and portable laboratory measurement equipment, which is easy to operate and can be used by students to gain hands on experience. For measurements an experimental board “Electronic Explorer” is presented first. LTSPICE is widely known, used for simulation and will not be presented here. A spreadsheet application to analyze and compare data is presented. Use cases in lecture and laboratory are shown.

A. Electronic Explorer

"Electronic Explorer” (Figure 2) made by Digilent combines a breadboard with a 4 channel oscilloscope, two arbitrary waveform generators, power supplies, voltage meters and digital IO channels in a size smaller than a netbook at a price similar to a netbook [7]. A small power supply is needed and the board is connected via USB to a PC or laptop running the control software “Waveforms”. “Waveforms” is easy to use and for free, which can be used in a simulator mode without the board to get accustomed to the menus and functions. The software is very responsive and has a good user interface.

The breadboard allows building circuits on the board and fixing connections to the power supply and measurement equipment. This small fixed setup can then be easily carried around and is ready to go in minutes. Professors can easily bring circuits on the board to the lecture to demonstrate operation. This is a unique feature compared to other offers like MyDAQ from National Instruments and Visascope [5] and other electronic equipment [3]. It is also possible for students to carry their circuit ideas around for demonstrations or debugging.

The board comes with a parts kit providing wires and basic electronic components. Web software was written to be able to draw a circuit diagram before circuit built (Figure 3). Documentation is made easy using screen shots and exporting and saving measurement data.

B. Circuit Simulator and Spreadsheet

It is common practice to use circuit simulators like PSPICE or LTSPICE in classes. The approach in this paper differs from traditional approaches by incorporating the comparison between theory, simulation and measurement in class and during laboratories. Students also learn how to use SPICE to be able to verify results of textbook problems and exercises. Therefore it is much easier to find training problems and verify the correct solution.

For laboratory exercises students use equations to size circuit elements, simulation to confirm calculations and measurement to verify operation. Students have to make a
report and a final presentation of their findings at the end of the laboratory. This covers all 4 aspects of Kolb’s learning model.

Excel was chosen as a tool to compare different results. It is more common and less expensive than Matlab and allows implementing equations, graphs, optimization and calculating errors (Figure 4).

Figure 4: A diode curve comparing measurement and diode equation

Figure 4 shows measurement data for diode voltage $V_1$ and current $I_{D1}$. Data is entered in a table and displayed. For these currents the voltage is calculated for a diode with series resistance:

$$V_{Equation} = I_{D1} \cdot R - n \cdot U_T \cdot \ln \left( \frac{I_{D1}}{I_s} \right)$$

By changing the values $R$, $n$, $U_T$ and $I_s$ from the measurement. Student can study the effect of change of parameters on the displayed curve and is made aware of measurement limitations. This gives the students a feel for the ability and limits how to be able to match theoretical curves with measurements. The limit of matching between theory, simulation and measurement motivates students to reflect about certainties. This stipulates development of higher thinking stages according to Kitchener. Having these tools in Excel allows further study at home. Each laboratory theoretical equations for IV curves were implemented repeating the concept of comparing model, simulation and measurement.

C. Application

The Electronic Explorer was used frequently during a circuit design class as demonstrator. It was used to demonstrate static IV curves and dynamic behavior of diodes, transistors and operational amplifiers. It is very convenient to have a portable, small setup. It is possible to build the circuits during lecture, having a circuit diagram. A document camera can be used to show the assembly and live operation of the circuits. All measurements can be displayed on the computer screen and a beamer. Student questions can be explored by easy change of operating conditions. This gives confidence in estimating circuit behavior.

A practical laboratory complementing the lecture was designed for an undergraduate Electronics class at the University Kempten, Germany. In the laboratory students worked alone or in groups of two. Single working students were led to discuss problems and results with other students or groups. Each laboratory consisted of 8 identical experimental setups for up to 16 students. Due to the cost of the board, additional experimental setups could be placed in a PC-lab, where students could use the boards at any time to finish the laboratory or to do further experiments.

The topics of the laboratory were:

1. Data analysis with Excel
2. Diode measurement
3. Diode equation in SPICE and Excel
4. MOSFET transistor measurement
5. MOSFET equations in SPICE and Excel
6. Bipolar transistor measurement
7. MOSFET as amplifier
8. Differential amplifier in SPICE
9. Operational amplifier
10. Operational amplifier in SPICE
11. Reporting laboratory results and experience

Each experiment lasted for 90 minutes. Due to the limited time a learning cycle (theory, model, simulation, measurement) as shown is distributed over a couple of laboratories. Students can review results between laboratories and have smaller learning steps in one laboratory. This sequence was repeated a couple of times. Since previous measurements and simulation were needed for subsequent laboratories the students had to review their previous reports and had to rehearse procedures and results. The laboratory was built 2 times, once with a traditional setup (Figure 5) with an oscilloscope, power supplies, multimeters and signal generator and once using the Electronic Explorer. Written instructions how to conduct the experiment were quite the same using the traditional experimental setup and the new Electronic Explorer. There were different documents about the used breadboards and the operation of the power supply and how to conduct voltage and current measurements.
Experiencing differences between theory, simulation and measurement students are steered to critical thinking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>SPICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_E (V)$</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_V$</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matching is good and leads to discussions and further experiments about matching.
IV. STUDENT EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

Evaluation of the experimental setup was done with one class of 46 students. There were 8 laboratory setups each operated by two students as a team. There were 8 traditional setups with power supplies and oscilloscopes available and 8 new setups with “Electronic Explorer” boards. Two laboratories measuring a diode and a MOSFET were conducted using the different setups as shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional setup</th>
<th>Electronic Explorer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diode</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Electronic Explorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFET</td>
<td>Electronic</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Experimental setup

The students were randomly assigned to the groups. A questionnaire was used to evaluate differences between the traditional setup and the Electronic Explorer:

1. Laboratory exercise was DIFFICULT 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Easy
2. Building the circuit was DIFFICULT 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Easy
3. Operation of measurement equipment was DIFFICULT 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Easy
4. How much time did you need for measurements? A LOT 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Little
5. How do you rate the amount of work given the laboratory time? A LOT 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Little
6. Did you have any problems during the laboratory? If, yes please describe the problems.
7. What did you learn during the laboratory exercise?

The results are shown in Figure 6. Given the number of groups and students it can be seen that there is no difference in using the traditional setup compared to the cheaper and less accurate Electronic Explorer. Unfortunately there was also no significant improvement in the conduct of the laboratory seen.

Figure 6: Evaluation of the laboratory

12 of 31 comments (38%) showed a critical thinking about matching of measurement results to theory.

Also the measurement results and extracted parameters were evaluated. All extracted values were compared to the expected values. Groups using the Electronic Explorer board showed 80.25% good extracted parameters versus 77.61% of good values using the traditional measurement setup (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Good extracted electrical model parameters.

Besides the laboratory also student problem solving lessons were conducted. It was noted that some of the students used LTSPICE on their own to verify their solution. Less guidance from a professor was needed.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work it is possible to address different learning styles and steer students to critical thinking using an approach comparing theory, model, simulation and measurement using low cost equipment.

It is very difficult to assess the impact of new laboratory equipment for students learning outcomes. Different equipment
requires slightly different laboratory instructions impacting design of experiments. At least this investigation showed no negative impact on accuracy of measurement results and laboratory experience. With the current group of students there was no significant difference between traditional laboratory equipment compared to the Electronic Explorer. Since the class is still ongoing final report results and examination results will be evaluated. This investigation will be repeated with a larger group of students, better instruction and a more detailed questionnaire.

Using Electronic Explorer has some benefits. Inexpensive equipment can be used instead of costly solutions making it possible to provide more laboratory set ups to students. Availability to students can be increased. Self organized learning of students can be promoted. Collecting data electronically makes documentation and result checking easier.

Evaluation and improvement of self paced learning with the Electronic Explorer needs more investigations. Electronic Explorer boards are now distributed in an open PC-laboratory, so that students have access all the time.
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